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Overview of energy regulation
and industry structure

Structure of the industry
The transmission and
distribution networks are
regulated by Ofgem

Generation/
Gas delivery

Transmission
wires/pipes

Distribution
wires/pipes

Around 4% of
electricity bill and
2% of gas bill as
at January 2013

Around 16% of
electricity bill and
16% of gas bill as
at January 2013

Supply
companies
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Department of Energy and Climate Change

Treasury

Government policy

Funding

Licence fee funding

Licence fee funding
Feedback

Electricity

Gas

Transmission

Transmission

Owners

Owner

Regulation

Gas Distribution
Network

Electricity
Distribution
Network

Regulated sectors of the industry

Suppliers

Final consumers

Producers

Shippers (in gas)

Competitive sectors of the industry

Ofgem is independent of Government and industry
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RPI-X@20

Why we did RPI-X@20?
RPI-X@20 reviewed the current approach to energy network regulation
and developed recommendations for the way we regulate in future

housekeeping

RPI-X was 20 years old and it was a good time to step back
and consider whether it remains ‘fit for purpose’

Meeting new

Establishing whether significant changes to the regulatory
framework for energy networks were needed to facilitate the

Good

and emerging
challenges

move to a low carbon economy. The regulatory regime also
needs to facilitate investment to ensure security of supply and

alignment with the European agenda

Simplification?

There were concerns the regime had become complex making
it difficult for stakeholders to understand, respond and engage
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The RPI-X model(stylised)

Control on
‘revenue’ set
upfront,
including return
on asset base

Five-year price
control
periods, with
some midperiod changes

Focus on
(operating) cost
efficiency
incentives

In later reviews,
incentives to
meet specific new
challenges
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Calculation of allowed revenue
Regulatory
Return
plus

Allowed

Operating

Revenue

Costs

WACC

Opening
Value

times

plus

Asset Value

Investment

plus

less

Depreciation

Depreciation
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RPI-X has delivered ...

RPI-X has delivered significant benefits for consumers:
Reductions in
network charges

Improvements in
operating efficiency

More efficient
financing

Improved quality
of service

Increased
Investment

BUT stakeholders suggested the RPI-X frameworks led to:
Networks focused
on short term
Potentially limited
appetite for risk

Networks focused on
Ofgem not customers

Limited consideration of
innovation and how best to deliver

Bias for ‘capex’ solutions rather
than non-network options

Limited focus on ‘crosssectoral’ interactions
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... but networks face new challenges and opportunities
Decarbonised electricity sector
Gas networks

 Offshore networks

 Smart Grids

 Electric vehicles

 Local generation

 CCS

 Electric heating

 Energy efficiency

 European hub

 District heating

 LNG

 Fuel poor

 Renewable gas

 Smart grids
 Electricity storage
 New nuclear
 Renewables

 Climate change
adaptation

Affordability

Ageing assets

Electricity networks

 Uncertain demand

 Energy service
companies

Security of supply
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The scale of uncertainty

Big transmission and distribution

Micro-grids
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RIIO – A new regulatory
framework

What are we seeking to achieve?
Desired outcomes

Deliver long-term
value for money network
services for existing
and future consumers

Play a full role in the
delivery of a sustainable
energy sector

What is required to achieve this?
Long-term focus
on value for
money

Innovation

Working with others to identify best
delivery solutions

Optionality and flexibility

Understanding and responding to needs of
existing and future consumers
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RIIO: A new approach to regulation
Constraint set up front to ensure:

Revenue

Timely and
efficient
delivery

Network
companies are
financeable

Transparency
and
predictability

Balance between costs
faced by current and
future consumers

=
Deliver outputs efficiently over time with:

Incentives

8 yr control

Rewards/penalties for delivery

Upfront efficiency rate

+
Technical and commercial innovation encouraged through:

Innovation

Core price control
incentives

Option to give third parties
a greater role in delivery

Innovation
stimulus package

+
Outputs

Outputs set out in clear ‘compact’, reflecting expectations of
current and future consumers
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What will the price control look like?

Retain ex
ante control

Longer
control
period

Industry
structure

Retention
of upfront
revenue
constraint

Continue to
use ‘building
blocks’
approach

Move to 8 years;
review length in
future controls

Effective
implementation under
existing structure

Retaining
regulatory
asset value
(RAV)

Tightly defined
mid period
outputs review

Retain RPI
indexation but
seeking views on
merits of CPI

Uncertainty
mechanisms provide
value for money

Keep developments under review –
e.g. TO/SO alignment, potential DSO
role, developments offshore
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Outcomes and outputs
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What should energy networks deliver?
Desired outcomes

Deliver long-term
value for money network
services for existing
and future consumers

Play a full role in the
delivery of a sustainable
energy sector

Translated into clear comprehensive outputs that matter to
consumers

Safe network
services

Reliability and
availability

Customer
satisfaction

Environmental
impact

Connection terms

Social obligations
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RIIO primary outputs
• Comprehensive - but as few as possible
• Clear understanding of what delivered
• Reflect consumers’ expectations

• Network companies responsible for determining how best to deliver
• Clear incentives and link between delivery of the outputs and
revenue allowed in the price control
Material

Measurable

Compatible with
promoting competition

Sufficiently controllable

Applicable

Legally compliant

Comparable
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Why secondary deliverables?
Otherwise:
 Companies might focus on minimising cost over control period
 Network performance indicators are often lagging
Driver

Description

Managing network
risk

Guards against risk of failure of primary outputs at
future control period

primary outputs in
future periods

need to identify trigger points)

Technical and
commercial innovation
projects

Projects which require upfront costs but have
potential to deliver long term value for money

Secondary deliverables ~(means to end)
Projects for delivering Where
action
taken during control period (might
Three
main isdrivers
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Delivering at value for money
Retain focus on efficiency incentives
But shift in perception of what we mean by ‘efficiency’
Long term

Limit biases
between
opex/capex

Assessment of required efficient
costs for delivery
 Range of delivery options and future
scenarios considered in business plans
 Engagement and ‘buy-in’ from
stakeholders
 Benchmarking
 Efficient procurement evidence

Cost savings
but not at
expense of
delivery

Innovation
(technical
and
commercial)

Network
services NOT
network
assets

Incentives to seek out efficient and
innovative delivery solutions
 Upfront (strong) incentive rate
 Equalised opex/capex incentives
 Interactions with charging
 Cross-sectoral innovation stimulus, open
to third parties
 Tendering of aspects of delivery
 Differential treatment
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Longer-term thinking
Longer term thinking

Longer-term perspective on output delivery
Longer-term context for business plans
Longer price control period
Comprehensive
price control review

Focused review of
output requirements

Comprehensive
price control review

 No unnecessary delays to revenue adjustments
Expose companies to penalties/rewards for output delivery, and implement
efficiency incentives during price control period – don’t wait until next review
 Potential use of uncertainty mechanisms
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Role of consumers in the regulatory regime
Effective engagement could deliver a more informed regulatory package, improve
the legitimacy of the regime and improve consumer understanding
Recognition that price control engagement has increased, e.g. in DPCR5
BUT there is a rationale for increasing consumer engagement further:

Cost increase

Environmental decisions

Informing decisions

Concerns over regulation

Part of decisionmaking process

Complexity

Agreeing certain parts
of settlement

 Consumer reps/users and networks in a room to discuss with governance from Ofgem
 Consumer rep understanding will develop over time to better equip them for decisions
 Reps need to engage more effectively with consumers to understand their views
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What does enhanced engagement look like?
Enhanced engagement across a range of parties including:
End consumers and their representatives
Domestic, small business and industrial consumers
Special interest groups

Network companies

Investors

Other regulators

Network users
Government

We would have a role in balancing the interests of these parties
To complement network engagement, our approach could be multi-layered
Establishing a price control
review forum for open
discussion on key issues

Developing
existing tools

Making better use
of existing fora

Making information
more accessible
and user-friendly

Government should be included in any engagement
 This could facilitate better understanding of policy by networks and stakeholders
 Government would not be involved in detailed discussions on policy
 At times other UK/EU regulators could be included
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Business plans, incentives and
innovation
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Well justified business plans
Link between outcomes and costs

 Companies to set out well evidenced case for delivering primary
outputs/secondary deliverables
 Greater onus on benchmarking and efficient procurement
Consideration of multiple options

 Take account of range of delivery options and future scenarios
 Justify efficient case and present view on whole package

Evidence of stakeholder engagement

 Effective engagement on options presented in plan
 Evidence of incorporating stakeholder’s views
Potential for fast tracking
Proportionate regulation
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Proportionate treatment
Under a proportionate approach the intensity and timing of assessment will
reflect the quality of business plans and company records for output delivery
High
quality
business
plan

Lower
level of
scrutiny

For a very high quality business
plan we may fast-track a company
and conclude its price control early

Key features of fast-tracking
Price control will
be finalised
approx 12 months
before non-fast
tracked companies

Licence
conditions will be
finalised when a
decision on fasttracking is taken

We will
consult on
any proposals
for fast
tracking

Fast-tracked
companies
will not be
worse off
than others
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Process for proportionate treatment
Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

 Companies submit
business plans
 We undertake an
‘initial sweep’

Publish proposals
for lighter touch
scrutiny/ fast
tracking

 Assess
responses
 Publish fasttracking decision

Publish initial and
final proposals for
non fast-tracked
companies

Assessment
criteria

Stage 1

Initial sweep

Business plans

Quality of the companies business plan

Approach to strategy

Use of available comparative evidence

Strategy

Performance during previous control period

Reflection of strategy

Important that fast track companies are not disadvantaged
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Principles for
cost assessment

Cost assessment including IQI
Companies must demonstrate cost efficiency
and long-term value for money
Toolkit approach
to assessment

Totex
analysis

Propose to introduce the Information
Quality Incentive (IQI) in RIIO-T1
Should encourage companies to submit
more accurate expenditure forecasts

Disaggregated
approaches

Focus on forecasts
and benchmarking

Evidence of
market testing

Propose the use of a fixed and
symmetric efficiency rate
Investors /consumers will share benefits of
underspend and the costs of overspend

Under the IQI the efficiency incentive rate depends on the difference between
its forecast expenditure and our assessment of expenditure requirements
Propose that the efficiency incentive rate is set for each company between 40 and 60%
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Managing uncertainty
Uncertainty mechanisms allow changes to the revenues a company is allowed to
collect during a price control in light of developments during the control
Volume
drivers

Revenue
drivers

Proposed
Tools

Principle for
uncertainty
mechanisms

Specific
reopeners

Pass
through

Indexation

Logging
up

Rolling
average

Expect network companies to manage uncertainty they face
 The regime should not protect companies against all uncertainties
 Uncertainty mechanisms used where they deliver value for money

Revenue drivers
for uncertain
gas investment

Tools for uncertain
electricity wider
works

Volume drivers
for electricity
connections

Financial
uncertainty
mechanisms

We will consider requests for reopeners where circumstances arise meaning
allowances are insufficient for an efficient company to deliver its outputs
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The case for using the regulatory framework
to stimulate innovation on energy networks
Barriers to innovation
Expected
benefits may
not accrue for
some time

Benefits
may accrue
to a range
of parties

Potentially
significant
upfront
costs

Costs of not
innovating
are not
significant

Networks do
not face a
robust
carbon price

Why is more innovation needed?
A step-change in innovation is needed if energy networks are to
facilitate the efficient delivery of a low carbon economy
Barriers under the existing framework
Lack of clarity of
treatment of
benefits/failures

Absence of
competition

Short
duration
control

Low risk
networks

Lack of
output
measures

Risks to
meeting
standards
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Revenue

=

Incentives

+

Innovation

+

Outputs

How RIIO will encourage innovation
RIIO framework
Outputs-led

Equalised efficiency
incentives

•

No ‘with hindsight’
adjustments

New ideas from
enhanced engagement

Longer-term price
control

New delivery solutions
in business plans

New ideas resulting
from potential for
increased competition in
delivery

Time-limited innovation
stimulus

Aim: to encourage innovation in the provision of network-services related to
delivery of a sustainable energy sector that may not develop in the absence of the
innovation stimulus package
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Overview of the three components of the Network Innovation Stimulus
 Network Innovation Allowance (NIA) - The NIA is a set allowance that each of

the RIIO network licensees will receive to fund small-scale innovative projects as
part of their price control settlement.
 Network Innovation Competition (NIC) - The NIC is an annual competition for
funding larger more complex projects. The NIC will comprise of two competitions one for gas and one for electricity. Projects must demonstrate low carbon or
environmental benefit.
 Innovation Roll-out Mechanism (IRM) - A Revenue Adjustment Mechanism

that enables companies to apply for additional funding within the price control
period for the rollout of initiatives with demonstrable and cost effective low-carbon
or environmental benefits.
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Financeability
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Financeability: Our duty

Our financeability
duty

 Ofgem’s Principal objective: to protect the interests of
existing and future consumers
 Must also “have regard to the need to secure that licence
holders are able to finance the activities which are the subject
of obligations on them”

 In the interest of consumers that efficient network companies can secure finance in
a timely way and at reasonable cost to facilitate their regulatory obligations
 No bail-out if financial distress is due to own behaviour
 No reward of inefficiency or unwarranted returns
 Capital structure remains the responsibility of network companies’ management
Regulatory commitment provided through transparency and predictability
Transitional arrangements to avoid sudden impact on earnings and cash flows
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How will we ensure financeability?
Long-term view considering
issues in the round
Cross check on credit-rating ratios

Commitment to
transparent
financeability
principles

Allowed return based on
the weighted average
cost of capital
Set to reflect cash flow risk

Cost of debt based on
long-term average of
forward interest rates

Balance costs paid by existing
and future consumers using
capitalisation and
depreciation policy

Transition to principles to ensure there are no adverse
impacts on ability to raise finance at reasonable cost
Return on regulated equity (RoRE) analysis to be used to
check the package fits together appropriately
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Implementing RIIO
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RIIO Process
Early policy
consultation

Cost forecasts
submitted

Initial
Proposals

Final
Proposals

RPI-X

RIIO

Policy
development
Strategy
consultation

Strategy
Decision

Assessment &
fast-track
Business plans
submitted

Slow-track

Fast track Decision &
Final Determination
Fast track consultation
& Draft Determination

Slow-track Final
Determinations

Slow-track Draft
Determinations
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First reviews
Just completed the first two reviews using the RIIO model:
• Gas and electricity transmission: RIIO-T1
– 2 companies fast-tracked
• Gas distribution: RIIO-GD1
Generally recognised:
• greater stakeholder involvement – especially by companies
• Much higher quality company submissions
RIIO-T1 and GD1 price control periods start 1 April 2013.
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RIIO-ED1

• Currently undertaking the review for electricity distribution: RIIOED1
• Just published the strategy decision
• Companies submit their business plans in July 2013
• Fast track decision end 2013
• RIIO-ED1 control starts 1 April 2015
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